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SERPENT FIRETHE FIRE OF KUNDALINIQUESTIONS & ANSWERSWITHFAHEEM JUDAH-
EL D.D. D.M.RISING SUN PUBLICATIONSCOPYRIGHT 2021. PART ONE I AM IN ALL AND
ALL IS IN ME When Kundalini is taken to the Sahasrara and when it is united with Lord Siva,
perfect Samadhi ensues. The Yogic student drinks the Nectar of Immortality. He has reached the
Goal. Mother Kundalini has done her task now. Glory to Mother Kundalini! May Her blessings be
upon you all!” SWAMI SIVANANDA ABOUT THE SEBAIAuthor, Kemetian Mystic, Meta-
physician, Bible Scholar, and MythologistFaheem Judah-EL was born September 15th 1962 in
Decatur Illinois. He is considered one of America's most prominent Meta-physicians or Spiritual
Scientists.Faheem has studied many spiritual disciplines such as The Egyptian Mysteries - The
Greater Mysteries, Christianity - The Lesser Mysteries, The Ethiopian Mysteries, Metaphysics,
Sumerian Theology, The Dogon Mystery Traditions, Sufi Traditions, Kundalini Chakra System,
and the Life of Christ. He has written and published many books on spiritual concepts. Mr. Judah-
EL has travelled to many parts of the world such as: Ethiopia, Egipt, Mecca, Mexico, Kenya,
South Africa, Uganda and many Native American Mound Centers of North America. Currently
Mr. Judah-EL is an author, editor, and publisher at Axum Publication. KUNDALINISERPENT
POWER“Kundalini cannot be of any significance until the Ego is subdued”Faheem Judah-
ElBefore we get into the subject of Kundalini, we must talk about yoga, but what is yoga? Yoga is
the practice of mental, physical and spiritual disciplines which leads to self-control and self-
discovery.Question: How does yoga do that?Answer: Yoga purifies the mind, body, and spirit,
and it leads us the discovery of the deeper spiritual essence which are contained in the universe
and as well as in humanity.Question: What is the goal of practicing yoga?Answer: The goal of
yoga is to unite or yoke one’s individual consciousness with the Universal consciousness.
Ancient Kemetian religious practice was held in Temples and the system was known as Shetaut
Neter.Question: What does Shetaut Neter mean?Answer: Shetaut Neter means the way of the
hidden Supreme Being, it was also known in by the ancients as Smai Tawi or Kemetian Yoga. It
is a system of self-knowledge, philosophy, and sacred postures. Smai Tawi has influenced many
great religions. As a remnant of the Greater Mysteries of Ancient Kemet and many other ancient
spiritual disciplines, religion in its purest form is also a yoga system.Question: How?Answer:
Because religion, like yoga seeks to reunite the soul with its true and original source which is
The Supreme Being, or God. We can say that any spiritual movement or discipline that brings
one closer to knowledge of self is indeed a Yogic system.Question: What are some yoga
disciplines?Answer: There are many yoga disciplines but here are some important concepts
and disciplines.Yoga of Wisdom,Yoga of Devotional LoveYoga of MeditationPhysical Postures of
YogaYoga of Selfless ActionTantric YogaSerpent Power YogaKUNDALINIKundalini is the coiled
up, dormant, cosmic power that underlies all organic and inorganic matter within us and any
thesis that deals with it can avoid becoming too abstract, only with great difficulty. But within the
following pages, the theory that underlies this cosmic power has been analyzed, and practical
methods have been suggested to awaken this great but dormant force in individuals.Question:
Can you explain what the real fire of Kundalini is?Answer: We live in what is called the Iron Age,



which is one of the Four Ages which consist of the Golden Age, Silver Age, Bronze Age, and
Iron Age. Today we are in a spiritual decline and most people don’t really have the spiritual
foundation to discuss an advanced subject such as Kundalini but I will explain it to those
advancing students here in class. Most of you here have heard the word Kundalini I’m sure, and
the word Kundalini is mentioned throughout many of my books.Question: Should we know about
Kundalini as beginning students?Answer: Yes it is important for you to know and overstand the
meanings of many spiritual terms, and as seekers of the way you surely need to overstand the
meaning of Kundalini.Question: What is the true meaning of Kundalini?Answer: Kundalini is the
energy that facilitates all spiritual development. The fire of Kundalini is at the base of all
existence.Question: What does that mean?Answer: It means it is the raw foundational energy
that you will needs to cultivate, develop, awaken, and guide, depending on which tradition or
terms you use.The word Kundalini is most known from the Sanskrit language, yet it is even more
ancient than Sankrit.Question: What was its origin?Answer: Kundalini has roots that go back to
ancient Kemet, Sumer, and even to Atlantis and beyond.Question: Is Kundalini only found in the
human body?Answer: Kundalini refers to a cosmic force, energy unlike any energy that we know
physically. Kundalini is not mere electricity or magnetism or heat, but is the source of them
all. Kundalini is a kind of force or energy that is pure, divine, raw potentiality that is then modified
according to its condition. This is the key fact that is often missing in many texts or schools of
Hinduism or Buddhism who discuss Kundalini. In the West, Kundalini is also a basic
foundational aspect of religion, but it is more veiled.Question: How so?Answer: In the Judeo-
Christian tradition it is symbolized as the Pentecostal fire of the Holy Spirit or that column of fire
that led the Israelites in their great exodus.In reality, any spiritual practice that we perform, any
kind, whether recitation of mantras, meditation, prayer, Sura recitation, devotional singing,
Karma Yoga or selfless service, all of these spiritual practices, no matter what tradition it comes
from, is intended to awakening of this cosmic force within us. There is no exception to
this. Question: So is Kundalini a part of religion?Answer: Yes, have you ever been to a
Pentecostal Christian Church? The Pastor gets the congregation worked up into a frenzy with
preaching and musical instruments, and within a few minutes people are dancing and running
through the Aisles. Question: So is that a good thing?Answer: For them yes, and the very
purpose of religion or Yoga is to awaken this energy inside of the person.Answer: So should we
try to be like them?Answer: Yes, we seek to activate that force, because that energy connects us
to the divine. It produces in us what can be called enlightenment or liberation however do not
confuse this with realization, which depends upon cognizance, wisdom, and
overstanding.Question: Is the Kundalini Fire fully active in human beings today?Answer: No its
not, the energy of kundalini is not fully active in most people today.Question: Why not?Answer:
Because the conditions that activate it have not been satisfied. Like any energy or force in
nature, the energy of Kundalini (the Holy Spirit) functions according to the laws of nature. It
functions according to cause and effect. Everything in nature, even God, respects the law of
cause and effect. Karma the law of action and consequences modifies everything. Every



manifested thing is subject to cause and effect. Kundalini is no exception.HERU IS THE CAUSE
AND TEHUTI IS THE EFFECT
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